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Poisoned Pen Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 213 x 140 mm.
Language: English Brand New Book. Praise for Five O Clock Shadow. The plot of Slater s gripping
follow-up to Flash Flood moves as fast and as unpredictably as the New Mexico weather.From the
book s devastating opening to its chilling climax, readers will be captivated. -Publishers Weekly The
hot air balloon swoops gracefully across New Mexico s Rio Grande. Suddenly it deflates, and Pauly
Caton watches in horror as her husband of six days falls from the sky. Then, adding to her shock, a
naked child scrambles from the wreckage. Why was a child with Randy and the pilot on the
honeymoon ride she was too chicken to join? Later, when hastily snapped photos of the scene reveal
a masked sharpshooter stationed high in a tree, Pauly knows that someone on that flight was
meant to die. But who? None of it makes sense. Shattered, Pauly turns to her Grams, a flamboyant
carnival queen, who offers her only grandchild a place to recover. But when Pauly learns she s rich-
with money that she swears could not have been Randy s-more questions arise. A trip to...
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A whole new eBook with a brand new perspective. it was actually writtern quite completely and useful. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this ebook to discover.
-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette-- Dr . Wya tt Mor issette

This publication is wonderful. it was actually writtern very completely and beneficial. You may like the way the writer compose this publication.
-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD-- Pr of . Aisha  Mosciski PhD
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